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TO BLANKET OR NOT TO BLANKET? A GOOD COLD WEATHER QUESTION! 

It’s useful to know that horses have an innate ability to withstand cold and wind, 

with the important caveat that they need shelter or a windbreak, as well as proper 

cold-season feed and nutrition.  Blankets tend to compress a coat's layers, which 

compromises their insulating properties. Horses that do not live in extremely cold 

environments (routinely colder than 10°F) will do well without a blanket, provided 

they are either stalled during the coldest temperatures or have access to shelter.  

Feed and nutrition are also factors tied to blanketing, because a horse generates 

body heat through digestive activity. To help your horse live comfortably in cold 

weather, make sure calories are adequate. Most important, provide sufficient 

forage. As the horse digests hay, gut activity warms the body. This function, along 

with the natural insulating abilities of the winter coat, allows your horse to live 

comfortably in an environment that is not excessively cold.  The decision to blanket 

comes with pros and cons and is a personal decision. The blanket will give your horse 

added warmth, but in return will decrease your horse's natural winter hair growth. 

Consult your veterinarian for more information about horse care through the winter 

months. (Excerpted from an article by Luke Bass, DVM, MS, originally published on 

Thehorse.com website in 2013, as is “A few blanketing tips” in box below.) 

IMPORTANT MISCELLANEOUS NOTES 

 The “poop only” receptacle in the small barn was being filled with trash so it has been replaced with a wheelbarrow.  Please 

put trash in trash cans and ONLY manure in wheelbarrows, as the manure gets spread on the hay field and the track.   

 Please be sure to label your shavings, bags of feed, pre-made baggies of grain/supplements, etc.  We have many boarders 

this winter and it will help everyone keep track of their belongings!   

 If you would like extra things done for your horse or around the property, please talk to Penny, Trudy, or Sarah rather than 

contacting Juan or Valentin directly.  We will be happy to make sure your chore gets done either by doing it ourselves or by 

working with Juan to fit it into his busy schedule!  Thank you! 

A few blanketing tips:  

Horses that live in the elements wearing blankets should wear waterproof and breathable blankets.  A blanket that is not waterproof will 

quickly become saturated, making your horse cold – the opposite of the desired effect!   Use the blanket weight that is most appropriate for 

your horse’s needs and the weather conditions.  It it’s 40° F, your horse probably only needs a lightweight blanket.  If it’s -10° F, he may prefer 

a heavier blanket.  Sweating in a blanket on a hot day can be just as problematic as wearing a non-waterproof blanket in wet weather. 

HOLIDAY PARTY 

Hopefully by now, you all know that you 

and yours are invited to a holiday get 

together at RSS on Saturday, December 

17th at 2pm.  Food, drink, friends, 

horses, and merriment . . . who could 

ask for anything more? 

We appreciate our customers and 

friends from the past and present and 

hope to celebrate this holiday season 

with each and every one of you! 

In preparation for the party, the indoor 

arena will be closed on Saturday, 

December 17th at noon. 

Please let us know if you can join us.  

Happy holidays and best wishes in the 

new year! 

 

 



 


